Yancey, Quinn and Amanda
5 Highgate Rd, Olivette, MO 63132-4308
314-993-7123 / amanda@yanceymail.com

In September of 2015, we filed a building permit with the City of Olivette to make repairs to our
screened porch. We asked Director Trejo what was required and we followed his instructions for
submitting drawings and the other required information. When asked what we should do next, we were
told we would be contacted. The porch structure per the drawings was soon completed.
Director Trejo has repeatedly stated that our issue is not an issue of an ‘Accessory Structure’ but upon
reading the requirements of what an ‘Accessory Structure’ is, our porch clearly fills the definition. It is
also less than 250 sq ft and Olivette ordinance 2582 Section 500.020 Part H 107.3.4.1.1 Design and
Construction Documents: read “All design for … repair … shall be prepared by registered design
professionals ... Exceptions: The Supervision, seal and signature of a professional architect or engineer
shall not be required for the following … #4 Accessory structures not exceeding two hundred fifty (250)
square feet in area” This is the reason sealed drawings were not required with our original building
permit.
14 months later we are now being told by Director Trejo that we must have design professional sealed
drawings. Director Trejo retrieved a 2014 picture of our home from Google maps to prove his point that
we have made ‘significant’ changes to the porch that were not part of our originally submitted plans.
We do not agree. The porch does have differences from 2014 but the current structure of the porch is
exactly what was submitted in September 2015.
He also cites that we have added a door, horizontal boards, and mesh screening. This is partially true.
We rehung the door that was hung on the porch in 1951 and we installed horizontal boards where they
were in 1951. We added another row of horizontal boards just down from the ceiling to help reinforce
the screens as we had to take the original screens down because of too much sagging. These horizontal
boards only make the porch more supportive.
Per the 2015 International Business Code Appendix I Patio Covers (printed on the next page), the
horizontal boards and screen door are permitted as specifically stated in Section I103.1 Enclosure Walls
“to be of any configuration”. Also, the Olivette Design Commission Section 425.030 Exemptions to
Requirement of Review and Approval specifically lists screen porches as an exemption. Consequently,
we are permitted to put screen boards and a screen door up any way we want.
The last question is, but does the City of Olivette require a building permit for putting screens on your
porch? The City of Olivette has no ordinances or verbiage on their website explaining their position on
the need of a permit with sealed drawings for the installation of screening on a porch. And, during the
January 21, 2016 Design Commission meeting, Director Trejo is recorded saying, “Residents don’t need a
permit for lattice to go up on a carport.” In the absence of a more thorough description, putting screens
on a porch is no different than adding lattice to a carport, one just keeps the flies out better.
In conclusion, we respectfully ask that you approve our appeal to not have to fulfill the costly and
wasteful new requirement placed on us requiring that we submit sealed plans of our porch. This was not
a requirement when we submitted our building permit plans in September 2015 and it still should not
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be a requirement 14 months later in November of 2016 since there is no code to justify this new
requirement, only the misunderstanding of Director Trejo as to what has been done to the porch since
the original building permit application.
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